
A timeless scene

[it is my ritual to fill a new space 
with visual memories. images, faces, 
places, art and craft identities]

the atlas-skinned manequin,
fire licking his arms and legs -
my creativity then started burning..

the dandellion willow,
shining pure against the darkness -
how fragile is our time here..

an uncertain angel,
and a confident devil stands proud -
the theatre of Balkenhol..

a time-travelling photo,
wee sister's arms round my neck -
the horse in the background..

the Ochil hills snow-capped,
a constant holder of memories -
wisdom stored, reminder..

the Wawel treasure,
armour with wings raised -
the glory of battle for God..

a double helix of clamps,
octagonal plates and rod -
Crick and Watson's theory: DNA..

labelled 'luettelokuva',
the segmented three-sixty degree -
my fabled centre-point..

the red moss,
like Hansel and Gretel's bread -
my link from the wilderness..

a  millenium safe-house,
Mousa Broch the everlasting -
a tribute of a poem..

the self portrait,
rendered red and yellow -
thoughts of incommunicado..



the cherry blossom,
action and purpose frozen flat -
Hiroshige's design..

red, black and green,
as they should always be seen -
Rothko field psychology..

the engraved goddess,
Ramahari's gift of hopeful romance -
since cracked now healed..

a wooden leaf,
Wirkkala's applied skill to birch -
so sumptuous a form..

the wonderworking icon,
surrounded by crucifix and gold rings -
Uspenski orthodoxy..

also Hubble's vision,
a nebula of galaxy chaos -
life fractals outwards..

[it is my deisre that your image
is added to this list of association,
the reflection of my thoughts.]

your three-quartered face,
the light which catches a knowing look -
have you walked with me before?..

a timeless scene,
your gaze swallowed by the mirror -
infinity stretches water and sky..
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